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This exhibition addresses the histories and the present-
day realities of the first people of this continent through 
contemporary art. Turtle Island is the name given to 
North America by the Anishinabek, the Haudenosaunee 
(Iroquois), and the Lenape, some of the Indigenous 
people of this region. Not unlike Noah’s Ark which rose 
from the water in the Torah, in this local creation story 
the North American continent was formed as a great 
turtle raised her back out of the ocean. As residents of 
this land, what do we know about the people and the 
cultures of Turtle Island today?

Exhibiting artist Cannupa Hanska Luger writes, “As 
artists . . . we are the mirrors. We are the reflective 
points that break through a barrier.” Luger is one of 
16 artists of Indigenous descent in this exhibition who 
are from some of the more than 1,200 sovereign tribal 
nations in the United States and Canada, each with 
the authority to self-govern. Their artworks all speak 
to survivance: a term that emphasizes both cultural 
survival and resistance. Indigenous people are still 
here despite hundreds of years of genocide and 

Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

Survivance & Sovereignty on Turtle Island:  
Engaging with Contemporary Native American Art

mass atrocities, including germ warfare, compulsory 
relocations, internment, forced sterilization, family 
separation, and lack of religious freedom.

This exhibition has found its home at the Kupferberg 
Holocaust Center because it is through studying 
the Holocaust that we develop the vocabulary to 
examine and acknowledge other genocides and 
the contemporary responses to them. By using art 
to communicate the impact that genocide has upon 
Indigenous people on Turtle Island, we can understand 
that these egregious crimes of attempted erasure are 
not outliers but part of a continuum. Engaging with art 
and survivance also means addressing cultural revival 
and resistance: we must consider today’s movements 
to honor Indigenous people and their lifeways as we 
look toward the future of Turtle Island.

Native Americans make up less than 
one percent of the population of America. 
0.8 percent of 100 percent.

O, mine efficient country.

I do not remember the days before America— 
I do not remember the days when we were all here

 — Natalie Diaz, 2018 MacArthur Fellow 
 from “American Arithmetic”
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Griefen: When we first discussed the possibility of 
an exhibition of contemporary Native American art, at 
a center focused on the Holocaust and the study of 
genocides, what made you think this was a feasible 
project? 

Means: One of the things that you talked about 
initially was Gerald Vizenor’s idea of survivance. 
Many people assume that genocide no longer occurs 
or that it could never happen again. But, as survivors, 
Native people have to be involved in, and actively 
engaged in, remembrance and resisting so that we 
are not erased. This is survivance. These ideas are 
what spoke to me. 

Griefen: The title of the exhibition includes the word 
“engaging” which reminds me of an article I assigned 
to the students who participated on the curatorial 
committee. The article, “Challenging Visitors to Move 
from Memory to Action,” addresses how the United 
States Holocaust Memorial Museum speaks about 
remembrance and memory but it also asks visitors to 
go to a place of action. 

Means: It was important that the exhibit’s title resist 
passive absorption and allow visitors to imagine an 

Arms Open and Widespread:  
A Conversation between Danyelle Means and Kat Griefen

active role for themselves in learning, understanding 
and maybe coming out of ignorance through 
engagement. 

Means: My own connection to Native American 
activism through my family certainly has a lasting 
effect on almost everything I do. When we met, I 
had recently returned from Standing Rock where the 
protests were happening in the fall of 2016. It was 
important that we include a piece in the exhibition that 
spoke to that protection movement. The people at the 
encampments in North Dakota were protecting the 
water and the earth in defiance of authority. The Mirror 
Shield Project, which was instigated by Cannupa 
Hanska Luger and which we included in the exhibition, 
borrows from an earlier moment when a group of 
Ukrainian women used mirrors to reflect officers 
in full riot gear back at themselves. This project is 
about wanting people to see themselves. To put their 
violence in the mirror and show that to them. This 
exhibition is about what happens if we listen to one 
another, if we put aside violence and face that mirror.

So much of what we were talking about at Standing 
Rock was about protecting. We want people to see 
what they are doing to the earth and to each other. 

Beginnings

Means and Griefen are the co-curators for the Kupferberg Holocaust Center exhibit, Survivance and Sovereignty on Turtle 
Island: Engaging with Contemporary Native American Art. They also led the related 2018–2019 KHC/NEH colloquium, 
Survivance on Turtle Island: Engaging with Native American Cultural Survival, Resistance, and Allyship.
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Genocide has to do with violence and aggression. 
The Mirror Shields make connections between 
communities. 

Griefen: The movement of water protectors at 
Standing Rock was certainly one inspiration for 
the Survivance exhibit. Seeing Native people from 
more than 300 different nations and tribes across 
the continent hands joined with allies such as 
Rabbis, other faith leaders, and folks from different 
communities, all saying at the same time in different 
voices, “this is not acceptable,” was very powerful.

Means: Museums and centers like the Kupferberg 
Holocaust Center (KHC) can bring awareness to 
these issues. They can bring communities together. 
Ignorance is just not knowing. There’s no malicious 
intent. But once you do know how do you go about 

sharing that new knowledge, exploring it and wanting 
to know more?

As a Native person, education has always been 
a way to resist. As an Oglala Lakota person, I  
understand that we had leaders who resisted with 
violence. We had leaders who didn’t protest and who 
went on to reservations without violence. Some of 
the leaders that are important to me are those who 
taught the communities on reservations. Red Cloud 
and Spotted Tail taught people within their tribes 
about the importance of education, without which we 
would not survive. That is a lesson that can apply to 
any colonized people. There is not one group who 
holds all of the knowledge. An interest in education 
ties together the college itself, the exhibition, and the 
Jewish community. Visitors can come, connect, and 
build a bridge to new knowledge. 

Opening celebrations for the Survivance exhibit. Left to right: Angelica Pomar, Kat Griefen, Karla Medina, Danyelle Means, Nadema Agard, 
Renelle White Buffalo, and Judy Dow. Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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Shared Authority & Curatorial 
Collaboration 

Griefen: We developed the exhibition with shared 
authority in mind as we knew the curatorial 
engagement was key to the success of the project. 
I thought the process was as important as the final 
results of the exhibition itself. Could you speak to 
some of the groups that we worked with and what the 
process looked like? 

Means: It was important to include the college 
students who make up the next wave of curators. 
Queensborough Community College (QCC) is 
diverse, not only racially but in age, economics, and 
life experiences. The students were active members 
of the curatorial team. Both you as a non-Native 
curator and me as a Native curator each found value 
in our interactions and discussions with the students. 
Even though I am not an employee of the KHC, I had 
a real seat at the table. The student curators had that 
as well. 

Griefen: When you look at the pie chart showing 
the demographics of the campus it looks like our 
college is made up of less than one percent of 
people who are Native American. Actually, there are 
many students, some who were involved in curating 
this exhibition, who identify as having Indigenous 
ancestry, if not from North America, then from Central 
or South America. 

Means: The students learned about working in a 
museum setting. They experienced what it is to 
have agency within exhibition making while working 
towards an understanding of contemporary Native 
art. Traditionally, the curator might overlay their own 
voice on top of the artist’s, thus obscuring the ability 
for the artist to be heard. Instead, we included my 
voice, your voice, the voices of the students, co-
curators, and the voices of the Indigenous artists. 
Museums have been struggling over how to give 
agency to different community members.

Griefen: Yes. Early in the development of the 
exhibition we created an informal group that we called 
the KHC Community Committee, which was made 
up of second-generation Holocaust survivors, folks 
from the Jewish community, and people who are 
deeply invested in the KHC. Some of the committee 
members have been involved in the center since its 
inception in the basement of the QCC library back 
in 1983. The Community Committee sat at a table 
with us, with students, with Indigenous knowledge 
keepers, and with Diane Fraher from Amerinda, 
who served as our elder advisor. We had many 
conversations together as we built the exhibition.  
This in and of itself is its success. What I didn’t 

Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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imagine was that when it came time to think about 
how the exhibition would be interpreted to the public, 
many of the folks on the KHC Community Committee 
are also longtime KHC docents. Their enthusiasm 
about the show translated into a different kind of 
ownership of the exhibition.  

Means: That is agency. The ability to hear your own 
voice in an exhibition. Sometimes museums forget to 
invest the time and effort here. The yearlong 2018–
2019 KHC National Endowment for the Humanities 
(NEH) colloquium we planned that introduced the 
community to Indigenous experiences of genocide 
and the possibilities of allyship made people feel 
they were part of the discussion. Personal stories of 
survivance can communicate in a different way than 
text on panels.

Griefen: The colloquium, Survivance on Turtle Island: 
Engaging with Native American Cultural Survival, 
Resistance, and Allyship, was a way to prepare both 
the college and KHC communities for the exhibition 
that would follow. Once the exhibit debuted, we 
began seeing connections between older members of 
the KHC’s broader community and the elder artists in  
the exhibition.

Means: They are interested in each other’s stories. 
This engagement nearly brought me to tears. Over 
the past two years I have watched people learn about 
Native American histories they were unaware of. 
Now they want to share their knowledge to help other 
people understand. The KHC community members 
are fervently teaching and interpreting the artworks 
which has been so inspiring to witness.

Engaging with Contemporary  
Native American Art

Griefen: When we were conceiving of the exhibition, 
was there a particular artwork that you thought would 
be key to making connections or providing an entry 
point to thinking about survivance and sovereignty?

Means: Erica Lord came to mind first. Her two 
photographs in the exhibition are pieced together 
from different images of her arms open and 
widespread. On the inside of her right arm is her 
blood quantum which looks like a tattoo of a fractional 
equation. Blood quantum is how much blood you 
inherit from your Native American parent or parents. 
Today governmental agencies still determine how 
Native American you are in this way. On her left arm 
is a drawing of a tattoo of her Bureau of Indian Affairs 
government-issued enrollment number. In order to be 
counted as Native we are assigned a number at birth. 

The most obvious connection made with this 
work is to the Jewish experience of the Holocaust 
and practice of tattooing people at the Auschwitz 
concentration camp complex. Native American 
people aren’t physically tattooed but these numbers 
haunt us. They literally track our erasure. As you 
intermarry with not only non-Native people but with 
Native people from other tribes and nations you can 
only claim one part, one-half, one-quarter, or one-
sixteenth of that tribe because you can’t possibly be 
both. This is a policy of the US government and in 
fact, where Hitler got his ideas.
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Griefen: Many different populations and audiences 
who have visited the exhibition have connected with 
Lord’s work. Her photographs address what happens 
when a person is reduced to a number. Student 
tour groups have been asked to think about what it 
means to reduce humanity in that way. They learn 
about present-day realities for Indigenous people 
on this continent while also making connections to 
other moments in American history, for example when 
African American people were treated as only three-
fifths of a person. 

Faculty are bringing students to the exhibition from 
all different disciplines. The English department in 
particular has aligned courses and has taught using 
Natalie Diaz’s poem, “American Arithmetic,” that we 
included as an entry point at the start of the exhibition. 

Many people have connected with Judy Dow’s work, 
Two Backyards, that deals with eugenics. Dow writes 
about the idea of historical trauma and how finding 
the truth of what her family experienced was part of 
moving forward and healing—two powerful issues 
that I know you wanted this exhibit to address.

Means: For Native communities, humor is one way 
we move forward. Merritt Johnson’s Exorcising 
America videos utilize humor while dealing with 
the very real and unsettling idea of rape. These 
“exorcizes” she’s doing bring to mind “exercise” 
videos on YouTube. Johnson’s work is about 
survivance. Humor can be a part of survival. 
Oftentimes you have to laugh, you have to make fun 
of these very serious topics because if not they are 
overwhelming. Violence against Native women is at 

a crisis point. One in three of us experience sexual 
violence or physical violence. The numbers are 
absolutely staggering. 

Griefen: Merritt’s work alludes to how genocide 
affects women differently than men. Her work is 
designed to have diverse access points for different 
groups of people. You and I thought about the 
exhibition as a whole that way: each visitor doesn’t 
need to connect with every artwork but hopefully they 
can find something that they relate to. 

Means: There are signs of hope and symbols of 
resistance in the exhibition. I think of Gina Adams’s 
Honoring Modern series of ceramic basketballs. 
That series addresses the horrible conditions of the 
assimilation boarding schools but also shows that 
their history is more complex. One of Adams’s works 
focuses on a champion women’s basketball team 
from one of these schools.

Griefen: Many people are unaware that hundreds of 
these schools existed and that they are part of the 
story of America.

Means: We need active remembering. That’s one 
similarity between Jewish and Native communities: 
remembering or never forgetting can be an important 
part of tradition. You carry this with you not as a weight 
but as a way of immortalizing the people who went 
through it. In Native communities the positive aspects 
of it are harder to ascertain because of the active and 
continuous policies affecting Native people today. 
Historical trauma is a trauma that you personally may 
not have faced but that you carry with you. It is passed 
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down almost like genetics. Shan Goshorn’s baskets 
are made in the customary Cherokee style but not 
with reed or grass splints. She used the technique of 
reweaving photographs and archival documents to tell 
the stories of the trauma we’ve gone through. They 
address what people carry with them. 

Renelle White Buffalo’s work, Uphill, deals with our 
connection to the earth. Renelle and I both come 
from South Dakota which is so open. The population 
is vastly different from that of New York. There we 
have connections to the land and can be alone in this 
vast openness where one feels whole,  
at home, and at one with the earth.

Griefen: One of the two prompts on the response 
wall at the end of the exhibition asks visitors: What 
if we treated all living beings, including non-human 
beings, animals, plants, and the earth, as our relatives 
as you do at home in your community? What would it 
look like if everyone on the continent or in the world 
thought that way? Some responses from visitors have 
been personal and thoughtful. Students are thinking 
about their own heritage and the places they come 
from as well as where they live and study today.

People & Place

Means: One aspect of the exhibition that you and 
I felt very strongly about is the connection to the 
people who have inhabited this place. We were 
cognizant of including artists living in and around  
New York such as Nadema Agard. Her work, 
Wampum Moons of Change, welcomes you to the 
exhibition and asks you to remember. 

Griefen: From our first curatorial conversation we all 
knew that Agard’s work would open the exhibition. It 
is a good entry point because it helps everyone think 
about their position in relation to this conversation 
and to this continent. It asks us to consider the 
history of the place where we live. Throughout the 
process we asked the whole curatorial team to think 
about their relationship to this place where we are 
working, living, and learning. I know my family has 
early settlers on both sides. I still don’t know exactly 
where that leads me but I know it is significant to my 
work. At the same time, I know that I have activists 
in my family going back many generations, both civil 
rights workers and suffragists. I bring all of this to my 
curatorial work, including how I collaborate and how I 
work with students. 

Means: You’re a piece of the puzzle. You have to 
open yourself up and show where those bumps and 
ridges are in order to make those connections. The 
curatorial team had great discussions. Revelatory 
connections happened for everyone at the table.

Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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Griefen: I think we should make reference to one 
important voice in our curatorial conversations. 
Diane Fraher was our advisor. She is an elder in the 
community in New York who’s been engaging with 
and supporting Native American artists since the 
1980s. Through her generosity many aspects of the 
exhibition developed.

Means: Diane is the director of Amerinda, the 
oldest Native American multi-arts organization in 
New York. Her work in the city has focused a lot 
about remembering that New York City is on Indian 
land. She has supported the work of Spiderwoman 
Theater, whose members came to the KHC as part 
of the KHC/NEH colloquium last year. Diane is 
also a filmmaker, and she produced the book No 
Reservation on Native American art in New York. Her 
constant presence has been important to making 
visible Native American artists here in the city.

Griefen: In the planning for the exhibition you 
and I gave a presentation during the College Art 

Association Annual Conference led by Ferris Olin 
and Judy Brodsky. Our thesis was related to Brodsky 
and Olin’s book that suggests that utilizing feminist 
collaborative processes can create lasting structural 
change in an institution. I think they are right. 
Now the KHC is organically and regularly opening 
programs with a Land Acknowledgment which hadn’t 
happened before at any other institution on campus 
as far as I know. These statements which recognize 
and show respect for Indigenous people as the 
original stewards of the land are one way that the 
exhibition has a positive and permanent inflection 
on the center. It is also the first time sixteen Native 
American and First Nations artists are showcasing 
their work about genocide and mass atrocities in a 
United States-based Holocaust education center. 

Means: Hopefully it will not be the only one. It’s an 
entry point. It is truly heartening to see the change 
and the willingness to collaborate. I don’t know that 
this is the case everywhere but it certainly offers hope 
for other organizations. Through a lot of patience and 
collaboration, open eyes and open ears, we know 
that new understandings, new collaborations, and 
new connections are possible.

Griefen: You just have to be open to them. I think that 
is a really nice way to close. I have a suggestion for the 
title of this conversation that comes from something 
you said earlier. You described Erica Lord’s work as 
“arms open and widespread.” As soon as you said  
that, I thought, oh, that’s the spirit of the exhibition. ■

Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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Danyelle Means is the director of Institutional 
Advancement at the Institute of American Indian 
Arts in Santa Fe. She is also an independent curator 
and museum consultant. Born on the Rosebud 
Reservation in South Dakota, Means is a citizen 
of the Oglala Lakota Nation with a family deeply 
engaged in cultural activism. Beginning in 1992, 
Means worked at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI). 
During her tenure at NMAI, she was part of the 
planning and design of the museum’s flagship 
venue on the National Mall in Washington, D.C., she 
accompanied tribal consultations in accessing objects 
from their cultural patrimony; and she participated 
in repatriation ceremonies. Finally settling into the 
Exhibitions Department, Means curated exhibitions 
at the museum’s New York venue that went on to 
national tours. A recent transplant to Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, Means returns to New York often to work 
on projects including her curatorial collaboration 
with the KHC. She has contributed to several other 
recent exhibitions including TC Cannon: At the Edge 
of America on display at NMAI-NY in 2019 and has 
worked with other institutions such as Marist College, 
Pace University, the Peabody Essex Museum, and 
the Newark Museum. 

Kat Griefen is a faculty member at Queensborough 
Community College in the Art and Design Department 
where she is the Program Coordinator for Gallery and 
Museum Studies. She was the 2018-2019 Scholar-in-
Residence and the 2019-2020 Curator-in-Residence 
at the Kupferberg Holocaust Center. Griefen has 
been a lecturer in the Women & Gender Studies 
Department at Rutgers University and is currently 
teaching for CUNY’s School of Professional Studies’ 
Museum Studies M.A. program. Griefen has directed 
galleries, arts organizations, and businesses, 
including Accola Griefen Fine Art and A.I.R. Gallery, 
both of which are dedicated to working with women 
artists. Since 2005 Griefen has organized and 
curated numerous exhibitions, including many that 
have been reviewed in publications such as The New 
York Times, The New Yorker, and The Brooklyn Rail 
among others. In 2017 she co-chaired the Feminist 
Art Project symposium Crossroads: Art + Native 
Feminism at the Museum of Art and Design as part 
of the College Art Association Annual Conference. 
Griefen is on the advisory board of Spiderwoman 
Theater and A.I.R. Gallery. She is a member of the 
Council for Feminist Art at the Brooklyn Museum and 
a board member for ArtTable.

About the Co-Curators
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Gina Adams
Girls Native American Basketball Team 2.1, 2017
Found photograph, oil and encaustic, 30ʺ x 30ʺ
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In 1879 General Pratt founded the United States 
Indian Industrial School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
Through the 1800s many more assimilation boarding 
schools were created by the US government in 
partnership with Christian churches. Artist Gina 
Adams is a descendant of colonial Americans and of 
four generations of Ojibwa men who, like thousands 

Gina Adams (Ojibwa, Lakota, Irish, and Lithuanian descent)

Honoring Modern 8, 2015, Oil and encaustic on ceramic, 9ʺ round
Courtesy of the Artist; Photos: Aaron Paden

My history of assimilation and my grandfather’s forced boarding school experience at the Carlisle School 
is not unique. The feelings that have been passed down are now part of our genetic heritage. 

Basketball is considered an extremely viable path to survival, both monetarily and physically. It is also a 
way to achieve excellent educational opportunities. Choosing the basketball to make a ceramic cast was 
deliberate; I wanted to bring the game into these postcolonial issues.

       — Gina Adams

of other young Native American children, were forcibly 
taken from their homes. At the boarding schools 
her relatives were not allowed to speak their own 
language, practice their religion, or contact their 
families. Abuse and physical force were common, and 
Indigenous youth died at astounding rates. The legacy 
of historical trauma from family separation during the 
boarding school period remains. 

In the midst of these horrendous circumstances, in 
1904, the women’s basketball team from Fort Shaw 
Indian Boarding School in Montana won the world 
championship. Native American youth utilized the 
sport to resist assimilation and create a sense of  
pan-Indian identity or community in a hostile place. 

Gina Adams makes use of the basketball to honor  
the survivance of her modern and innovative 
ancestors. The patterns on the surface of the 
sculpture are Adams’s own invention but combine 
customary birchbark biting techniques, porcupine quill 
work, and beading patterns she encountered in her 
research as a Smithsonian Artist Research Fellow in 
Washington, D.C.
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Nadema Agard (Cherokee / Lakota / Powhatan)

Wampum Moons of Change, An installation, 2009 
Acrylic / mixed media / sweetgrass braid with ribbon 
Twelve 12ʺ x 12ʺ soft sculptural works on canvas
Courtesy of the Artist; Photo: Leo Correa / 
Queensborough Community College, CUNY

• New Moon of Change: Gebouw (Dutch Building)
• Sister Squash Moon of Change: Máhkahkw (Squash)
• Crescent Moon of Change: Gouden Munt (Gold Coin)
• Medicine Moon of Change: Kwsháhteew (Tobacco)
• Nieuw Amsterdam Moon of Change: Molen (Windmill)
• Sister Bean Moon of Change: Maaláxkwsiit (Beans)
• Blue Moon of Change: Amóxkw (Beaver)
• Wampum Moon of Change: Quohog (Clam Shell)
• Creation Moon of Change: Takwáx (Turtle)
• Full Moon of Change: Niipáahum (Grandmother Moon)
• Sister Corn Moon of Change: Xwáskwiim (Corn)
• Half Moon of Change: Half Moon (Name of Henry
  Hudson’s Boat)
• Wiingiimaskw (Sweetgrass) Offering 
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I am a descendant of an Algonquin Nation (Powhatan) great-grandfather named James Willis Randolph 
from Virginia and a Dutch-American great-grandmother named Ella Tice Randolph from the Bronx, whose 
ancestors arrived in the seventeenth century. Therefore, this installation has been a most personal and 
soul-searching endeavor and is dedicated to my Algonquin Nation relatives, the Lenape, and my Dutch 
ancestors, who discovered one another in the seventeenth century.

According to the Lenape creation story, the world was created on the back of the Takwáx (turtle) hence 
the North American continent is called “Turtle Island.” The moon called Niipáahum by the Lenape is 
known as Grandmother. Pearls, like those gathered at the shore, at a site now called Pearl Street, 
surround her. Kwsháhteew (tobacco) and Wiingiimaskw (sweetgrass) are sacred plants used for spiritual 
reasons. Máhkahkw (squash), Maaláxkwsiit (beans), and Xwáskwiim (corn) are called the Three Sisters  
because they are the traditional foods of the Lenape and grow together in a symbiotic manner. The 
pelts of the Amóxkw (beaver) were an important basis of economic exchange between the Lenape and 
European newcomers.

Each square includes Lenape (Algonquin Nation) and Dutch symbols. The titles include words in the 
Munsee dialect of the Lenape language spoken by the original New Yorkers and words in the Dutch and 
English languages. The purple and white color palette is based on wampum. The purple section called 
sacki, has twice as much value as the white section, called wampi. Wampum, made from the shell of a 
Quahog (clam) were used as currency and are still used as adornment and as a passport to the spiritual 
world by the Lenape and other Algonquin Nations.

In the new phase of the moon, a brick building or Gebouw represents change. Also depicted is a windmill 
or Molen, another of the first important structures in the Nieuw Amsterdam on Manhattan Island, called 
Menatay by the Lenape. In the crescent moon is the gold coin or Gouden Munt also representing change. 
In the half-moon phase, is the title of the boat called the “Half Moon” on which the English explorer Henry 
Hudson arrived in New York Bay.

       — Nadema Agard
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Pena Bonita (Apache)

Skywalker Series, 2016  
Mixed media on photographs
Courtesy of the Artist; Photo: Eddie Ruiz

My mom came from a Christianized background in Oklahoma but it was still matriarchal. She was a 
talented quiltmaker and made most of my dresses. My dad’s family was moved from Oklahoma Indian 
territory back to New Mexico when he was a tiny child. His folks’ social attitudes were oriented toward 
traditional ceremonies. My growing years often included living with aunts and uncles and grandparents as 
my mom and dad both had to often travel long distances to find work in California, Texas, and other areas.

[On coming to New York] I deeply appreciated Brooklyn: the Botanical Gardens, Park Slope, and the 
Brooklyn Museum with its wonderful exhibitions that shaped my desire to use oil paint, photography, 
and silkscreen in my art journey. There I spent many hours studying the masters and trying to shape my 
own way. My art reflects women’s issues related to home and to work. One of the first pieces I exhibited 
depicted one of the first women to be accepted into the ironworkers union. She is a Blackfoot tribal 
member who worked on the Manhattan and Brooklyn Bridges.

       — Pena Bonita

Pena Bonita pays homage to Skywalkers, the remarkably skilled Native American iron and steel workers who 
built much of New York City including the Empire State Building. These photographs show an ironworker and 
friend of the artist wearing the customary welding helmet. The drawings on the surface of the photos are Apache 
symbols and references to the trade. 

Prior to contemporary safety regulations the life-threatening work of building the skyscrapers was rejected by 
many non-Native people. Some of the early ironworkers were Kanienkehaka or Mohawk people involved with 
steelwork as part of a trade agreement with contractors that were interested in developing their land. At least one 
contract for obtaining land rights in the 1880s stipulated that the company hire men from the reservation, though 
they were paid lower than average wages. More recently, Skywalkers participated in the perilous rescue missions 
at the Twin Towers on 9/11, and they contributed to the construction of the Freedom Tower. 
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Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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Dennis RedMoon Darkeem (Wind Clan / Creek Seminole)

Star is Here, 2019, Metal poles, rope, yard, chain, pick, deer antler, wood, 56ʺ x 49ʺ 
Courtesy of the Artist; Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

Star is Here refers to the Hebrew story of the 12 
tribes of Israel and its connection to Indigenous 
people of the Americas and the tribes of Gad and 
Reuben. The Star of David creates shadows on 
the wall to symbolize the voices of my ancestors 
who live and survive through me and my work. 
The colors Blue and Orange relate to language: I 
believe many of the Indigenous North & Southeast 
people of the Americas show a strong influence of 
Ancient Hebrew dialect, which has blended into 
tribal languages. Even before Columbus, groups 
including the Cherokee, Micmac, Shawnee, 
Tuscarora, and other tribes traveled, traded, and 
married with other cultural groups who influenced 
their languages and customs. The Black and Gold 
represents connections to the children of Israel 
and to the Creator. Through my art I celebrate 
human connections and our interconnectivity with 
the Earth. Star is Here represents the survival, the 
struggle, and the resilience of the children of the 
Star of David who are Still Here.

  — Dennis RedMoon Darkeem

In addition to imagery related to Indigeneity and to Hebrew history, there are also references to Darkeem’s African 
American heritage such as the Afro hair pick that forms the Black Power fist, which is a symbol of resistance 
derived from the Civil Rights and the Black Power movements. Darkeem’s sculpture speaks of the connections 
between communities that have survived oppression and genocide.
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Judy Dow (Abenaki and French Canadian descent)

Vermont Eugenics Dioramas: Two Backyards, 2010, Wood basketry and mixed media
Courtesy of the Artist; Photos: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

My artwork focuses on the untold story. It’s the story you won’t find in a textbook. My art tells the story of my 
ancestors that had little or no opportunity to voice their opinion.

Henry Perkins, the director of the Vermont Eugenics Survey, led a survey targeting over 6,000 people and their 
families, over many generations. Some were hunted, others locked up in institutions, while some were sterilized. 
The ultimate goal was to break up families. 

These two backyards show the obvious differences eugenicists were looking for. The road my family lived on is 
the place where the people of Moccasin Village hunted, fished, and burned the land each year and harvested 
various nuts, berries, fish, and animals. The backyards of these people became places to tan hides, do the 
laundry, and split and stack firewood. The street provided a place to play, because nobody here owned a car. 
Life was good for the people in this little neighborhood. They worked hard to survive as a community. Little did 
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Originally, in the 1880s, eugenics was 
considered a science. The eugenics movement 
was aimed at “improving” the genetic 
composition of the human race through 
selective breeding. In Germany, Hitler’s 
scientists, who had been in communication 
with US-based eugenicists, sterilized as many 
as 400,000 people, both men and women. 
Today eugenics is generally accepted to be a 
racist pseudoscience.

Artist and educator Judy Dow is dedicated 
to preserving her Abenaki heritage by 
depicting untold stories through basketmaking 
techniques passed down from her ancestors. 
Historically, Black Ash basketry was a utilitarian 
practice for Abenaki people who made 
containers for travel and storage. Later, basket 
weaving financially supported many Abenaki 
families who sold their work to tourists after 
their land and livelihood was taken. Today, Dow 
teaches basketry methods to people of all ages 
and ethnicities while she tells the stories of her 
people through the work.

they know that the land they lived on blocked the scenic view for the wealthy people on the hill; thus, these 
people became a target of the Eugenics Survey primarily because they lived in the wrong place, spoke a different 
language, and lived differently than their neighbors. Time and time again, supporters of the Eugenics Survey went 
back to the same addresses. People ran, hid, assimilated, and others fought back to survive. I’m here to tell the 
untold story of my family in which 623 people were hunted [and] institutionalized, and some were sterilized.

[The] eugenics program lost favor with the public as Adolf Hitler’s atrocities became better known throughout the 
world. Some programs went out of business and others distanced themselves by changing their names to those 
that reflected a “kinder” way of addressing the same issues. And yet other [states] like Vermont still have the 
original sterilization law on the books with only a few amendments.

       — Judy Dow
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RYAN! Elizabeth Feddersen 
(Confederated Tribes of the Colville {Okanagan / Arrow Lakes / German / English})

Unveiling the Romantic West, 2015, Thermochromic ink and acrylic on Tyvek, 4' x 4'
Courtesy of the Artist; Photos: Kurt Wilson Missoulian

The Unveiling the Romantic West series explores images of the Lewis and Clark expedition, [the] Hell’s 
Gate Treaty, [the] forced expulsion of the Kootenai from the Bitterroot Valley, and Ravalli’s founding of the 
St. Mary’s mission from two cultural perspectives, that of the Edgar S. Paxson murals displayed in the 
Missoula Courthouse and tribal records from the region, drawn in layers, the top one using thermochromic 
ink which becomes translucent when touched. Though Paxson’s paintings have been recognized to 
be more historically accurate than some other Western painters of the nineteenth century, his work 
romanticizes colonization and is full of factual inaccuracies. His mural series in the Missoula Courthouse 
reinforces the primacy of one narrative and decentralizes and obscures others while framing historical 
events through the lens of the dominant culture. Unveiling the Romantic West invites viewers to use their 
own body heat to reveal a more accurate portrayal of Native life during the period of early colonization. 
Through this process, other sides of the story begin to emerge where Indigenous society, economy, 
culture, environment, and experience take prominence alongside the plants and animals that sustained 
them. Over time, through our cooperative efforts, we can change the images that reinforce dominant 
destructive mythologies and plot a healthier path forward.

       — RYAN! Elizabeth Feddersen

Edgar Samuel Paxson moved to Montana in the 1870s 
as the United States was in the process of pushing 
Native peoples onto reservations through a process 
of forced relocations during which thousands perished 
from hunger and exhaustion. What Paxson represents 
as a friendly interaction between the Lewis and Clark 
expedition was much more complex. Those settlers 
who followed on the heels of the expedition believed in 
Manifest Destiny: the idea that expanding the US was 
mandated by a Christian god. It followed that those 
people who were already living on the land should be 
displaced by force.

Under Paxson’s image you will find Feddersen’s 
homage to Indigenous people and the rich environment 
that has sustained them since before colonization.
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Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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Nicholas Galanin (Tlingit / Unangax)

Unceded, 2018, Video, 14 minutes
Courtesy of the Artist; Video stills from production

Unceded is a video loop in which an ornate rocking chair is chopped to pieces by hatchets thrown from 
outside the frame. The chair stands in for the theater chair in which Abraham Lincoln was shot and killed. 
Lincoln is a foundational figure in building the United States myth of a rightful government based on 
unity and equality. Omitted from the myths and origin story of America is that Lincoln oversaw the largest 
execution by hanging in US history of 39 Dakota men who had surrendered peacefully under a promise of 
safety from the US military. Lincoln never ordered the execution of a single Confederate soldier. Lincoln 
continued the violence of colonization and the westward expansion of settlement through genocide and 
forced relocation until his death. Unceded refers to the destruction of land, and Indigenous people killed 
and removed in creating a seat of power for the United States. The land itself remains unceded, as 
does the strength of Indigenous people and cultures. As the video loops, hatchets are thrown back and 
forth, the seat rises and falls on repeat as the US continues to justify violence toward land and water, 
Indigenous, undocumented, Black, and Brown people. The video documents the continuing strength and 
persistence required to unseat power over land, water, and Indigenous people: the chair is carved into a 
form that is no longer a seat, a reminder that nothing built to hold power will outlast the strength of land.

       — Nicholas Galanin

Nicholas Galanin references unceded territories, those regions of Turtle Island that were never yielded to 
colonial powers. The title of this artwork also suggests the homonym “unseat,” which means to remove from a 
position of authority. 

The style of the hatchet evokes the tomahawk that is often incorrectly represented only as a weapon. In 
actuality, the Lenape word təmahikan suggests a cutting tool with multiple purposes. The hatchet is also an 
example of an early trade good exchanged between Native Americans and colonial settlers. Art historian 
Christopher Green describes these forms in Galanin’s work as an “apt metaphor for the survivance and 
resilience of Indigenous communities.”
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Shan Goshorn (Eastern Band Cherokee)

Prayers for the Land, 2015, Arches watercolor paper 
printed with archival inks and acrylic paint, 6ʺ x 5.5ʺ x 7.5ʺ
Loan courtesy of Kathleen O’Grady

Gold ’N Values, 2017 
Arches watercolor paper printed with archival inks, acrylic 

paint, artificial sinew, copper foil, 11ʺ x 6.5ʺ x 6.5ʺ
Photos courtesy of the Estate of Shan Goshorn
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Prayers for the Land

This Cherokee-style, single weave basket combines a tribal prayer requesting healing and well-being with a 
close-up image of foliage and sky. The reverse side of the splints (interior) features a ledger sheet from some 
old transactions, where money was exchanged for goods. In contrast with the colonial view of purchasing 
land for individual ownership, Native people respected the significance of everyone being caregivers to our 
first mother, the Earth. In this piece I am hoping to remind the viewer that it is our responsibility to care for 
this priceless gift of land and air that we share with so many other beings—there can be no price set on this 
invaluable part of sustaining life. 

Gold ’N Values

The bulk of the text included in this weaving is the Cherokee Morning Song, which was traditionally sung 
at dawn to greet the day in a sacred manner. The song reinforces the Cherokee belief that each day is 
beautiful; the Creator guides us in all we do and we are grateful. Once gold was discovered in Cherokee 
country in 1829, the settlers were even more aggressive about wanting to own the rich, fertile land identified 
as Cherokee land. A handful of Cherokee men signed a document agreeing to the US government’s 
proposed removal terms, which would relocate the Cherokee east of the Mississippi, called the Treaty of 
New Echota. The tribe objected that these men did not have the authority to represent them as they were 
not elected councilmen, and [they] collected Cherokee signatures from most of the tribal members in protest. 
Reproductions of some of the signatures from the 95-page document have been included in this piece. They 
are combined with the Indian Removal Act of 1830, [which was] used illegally by Andrew Jackson to support 
his subsequent forced removal of southeastern tribes in what became known as the Trail of Tears. Indian 
people place their connection to their ancestral motherland above everything else, while the dominant white 
culture idolizes the almighty dollar. This Cherokee single weave basket is a comment on the conflicting value 
that land holds among different people.

       — Shan Goshorn



Merritt Johnson (non-citizen Kanienkehaka, Irish, Blackfoot, Swedish, English, and Jamaican descent)

Videos, 2015–2017
Exorcising America: Keeping Your Pants On; Exorcising America: Not biting the hand that feeds you
Exorcising America: Survival Exercises 2017 (collaboration with Nicholas Galanin)
Courtesy of the Artist; Video stills from production

Each of the works in this ongoing series of short videos engages with an aspect of how America manifests 
sickness, exerts control and violence on land, and the lives that depend on it. The works are reflections 
on how to exorcize the sickness from the land and from everything living on it. The videos are modeled on 
amateur instructional videos, mimicking the constant stream of industry-produced instructional content on 
how to live delivered via television, websites, and social media. These works are designed to be familiar 
and accessible while carrying content addressing violence and systemic inequalities. The videos deal with 
the relationship of violence against female and female-identifying bodies as a direct extension of violence 
against land.

These works are rooted in, and limited by, my experiences as a cisgender pansexual woman of mixed 
non-status Indigenous and mixed Settler ancestry, and the privileges inherent in ambiguous off-white / 
white passing appearance. The appearance of my body is acknowledged as a location for the intersection 
of desire and control, acceptance and othering. Action, language, and sometimes humor are used to 
draw attention to what is required to exercise existence following rape in a climate of continuous threats 
of violence against Indigenous, female, and female-identifying bodies. Each of these works issues a 
challenge to acknowledge and confront systemic violence, exercise resistance, and celebrate female and 
female-identifying bodies and the land that sustains us.
       — Merritt Johnson
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According to a 2000 National Institute of Justice survey, 
more than one-third of all Native American women have 
been sexually assaulted. Ninety percent of violence 
is perpetrated by non-tribal members who cannot be 
prosecuted by tribal police, despite tribal sovereignty, 
under US laws. In 2016 this crisis was recognized in 
Canada as a Canadian genocide, and the National 
Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women 
and Girls was established. A large proportion of the 
cases of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women 
and Two-Spirited People (#MMIW2S) occur in areas 
where resource extraction such as strip mining or 
oil pipeline construction create “man camps” with 
hundreds of workers in proximity to under-resourced 
reservations. Consequently, it is Indigenous women 
and youth who are leading the movement to stop oil 
pipelines and other resource extraction. 

Questions of choice in relationship to Native American 
women’s bodies are also particularly complex. Between 
the 1960s and 1970s, the US Indian Health Service 
sterilized as much as 25 to 50 percent of all Native 
American women, often by coercion or against their 
will. Compulsory sterilization was also used by Nazi 
eugenicists against as many as 400,000 Jewish people 
and others they considered undesirable. This Nazi 
policy was inspired by the use of this brutal practice in 
the US against mostly poor people of color including 
African American women.

In the Exorcising America series Johnson grapples 
with these painful realities. In Survival Exercises, a 
collaboration with her partner, artist Nicholas Galanin, 
Johnson enacts how together we might not only survive 
historical and present-day trauma, but also heal and 
thrive through love.

Left photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

Exorcising America: Keeping Your Pants On

Exorcising America: Not biting the hand that feeds you

Exorcising America: Survival Exercises 2017
Photo courtesy of the artist
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Erica Lord (Athabascan, Iñupiaq, Finnish, Swedish, English, and Japanese descent)

Blood Quantum (1/4 + 1/16 = 5/16)
Enrollment Number (11-337-07463-04-01)
Digital photographs, 2007, Each 14ʺ x 40ʺ 
Courtesy of Private Collector, Santa Fe, NM

Erica Lord’s photographs address the present-day realities for Native American people and bring to 
mind various historical circumstance when people have been dehumanized as numbers such as the 
Nazi practice of tattooing people in concentration camps during World War II or the treatment of African 
American people as three-fifths of a citizen in Article I, Section 2, of the US Constitution of 1787.

1/4 Athabaskan + 1/16 Inupiaq = 5/16 Native. 

Blood quantum or the Certificate of Degree of Indigenous Blood (CDIB) is a system of registration 
administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) that states how much “Native American blood” a person 
has. Without sufficient Indigenous blood quantum, a person cannot be counted as an enrolled tribal 
member. Without an enrollment number a person cannot access many social services or even legally call 
themselves Native American. This is another form of erasure.
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My origins include a lineage that I was born into and a land I was removed from. My cultural limbo has 
molded my identity and fueled my art. Constant moving and rootlessness are part of the American 
experience, but my near perpetual movement is an experience that lies within a larger history: the Native 
diaspora. This repetition of displacement, making homes, leaving and returning home cyclically, leads to 
a feeling of leading several lives or a multiplicity of selves. My experience may be multiple or mixed, but I 
am not incomplete.

       — Erica Lord
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Cannupa Hanska Luger (Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara, and Lakota)
Mirror Shield Project, Social collaboration call to action, Oceti Sakowin camp, Standing Rock, ND, 2016
Video: How to Build Mirror Shields for Standing Rock Water Protectors; Film / editing: Razelle Benally
Video: River (The Water Serpent), 2016; Performance organization / drone film: Rory Wakemup; Film editing: 
Dylan McLaughlin; Field recording and sound mastering: Ginger Dunnill; Audio information: Oceti Sakowin; main 
camp announcer, prayer song; Onsite field recording, Standing Rock, ND, September 2016 
Project support through a residency at the Institute for American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, NM 
Courtesy of the Artist

This project was inspired by images of women holding mirrors up to riot police in the Ukraine so that the 
police could see themselves. The materials I chose to use were affordable and accessible, and I chose to 
use a reflective mylar on a plyboard instead of glass mirror for safety and durability. This project speaks 
about when a line has been drawn and a frontline created that it can be difficult to see the humanity that 
exists behind the uniform holding that line. But those police are human beings, and they need water 
just as we all do; the mirror shield is a point of human engagement and a remembering that we are all 
in this together. The project represents how just one person can acquire one sheet of plywood and cut 
it into six shields; those shields could stand on the frontline protecting hundreds behind them in prayer 
for the water, and right behind that line stands a camp where there are thousands of people standing for 
the water protection for the eight million people down river, who all use the Missouri River as their water 
source. And so the Mirror Shield Project demonstrates how one person can help protect eight million.

       — Cannupa Hanska Luger

Between 2014 and 2016, a pan-Indian indigenous, 
mostly youth-led, struggle of water protectors sprang 
up at the Standing Rock Reservation in North Dakota, 
sparking a nationwide movement to address oil 
pipelines. The construction of the Dakota Access 
pipeline threatened to destroy water supplies, sacred 
religious sites, and Indigenous burial grounds. In 
the fall of 2016, Chief Arvol Looking Horse called 
for religious leaders and allies across traditions to 
join those gathered at Standing Rock. The call was 
answered when people from faith-based groups, 
veterans, students, environmentalists, and others 
arrived by the thousands to stand in solidarity.

“Grassroots and land-based struggles characterize 
most of Native environmentalism. We are nations of 
people with distinct land areas, and our leadership 
and direction emerge from the land up,” writes 
Winona LaDuke. The Mirror Shield Project asks 
us to “look in the mirror,” considering how we treat 
each other and the land. The shields are also tools 
of nonviolent resistance which were held up to the 
private security forces and police who directed attack 
dogs, water cannons, and rubber bullets at the water 
protectors. The rippling, mirrored surfaces remind us 
we are all made of water and that we all dependent 
upon it for life.

Left: Mirror Shield Project, Concept Artist: Cannupa Hanska Luger, Drone operation / Performance organization: 
Rory Wakemup Oceti Sakowin camp, Standing Rock, ND, 2016, Photos courtesy of the artist
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Before colonial contact, the area that is now New York 
City was the home of the Lenape, Shinnecock, and 
Matinecock people and was traversed by many other 
Indigenous groups who came through the region for 
trade. Queensborough Community College sits on 
the ancestral lands of the Matinecock in a region that 
is the now the most diverse in the United States. The 
college’s student body, like the current population 
of America, is made up of less than one percent of 
students that identify as Native American, although 

more than 25 percent 
of students identify as 
Hispanic, many who have 
Indigenous ancestors from 
Mexico, Central America, 
and South America. Lujan’s 
work addresses the place 
where we stand and the 
people that live here today, 
including the resilient 
communities of Indigenous 
people from many nations 
who reside in Queens and 
interact with more recent 
arrivals on Turtle Island.

Jason Lujan
Untitled (Queens), 2019 
Photo and ephemera on cutting mat mounted to plexiglass and flat-screen wall mount, 36ʺ x 48ʺ
Courtesy of the Artist; Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

This work collapses the distinctions between 
the Native made item and environment and 
the (non-Native) New York City made item 
and environment. It is about cultural leveling: 
the process by which different cultures and 
communities approach each other as a result 
of travel and communication.

   — Jason Lujan
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Mario Martinez (Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona)

Brooklynscape #3, 2009–2016  
Acrylic on canvas, 28ʺ x 22ʺ
Courtesy of the Artist; Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY

Abstraction has been a part of 
Indigenous cultures forever. I know that 
people expect figuration from Natives, 
but there are some of us that sense the 
abstract quality of life, the unseen, or 
spiritual, whatever your tradition may 
be. When I look at my work in relation 
to other Native creativity, I also look 
at it in relation to European painting, 
Western modernism, and other cultures 
artistic expressions. It is a great feeling 
to have about your work: that you are 
adding to and continuing 40,000-year-
old traditions. 

  — Mario Martinez

Originally from the Southwest, Martinez 
combines pre-Christian Yaqui beliefs, 
symbols from the natural world, and 
references to ceremony with a frenzy of 
light and color drawn from his current life 
in Brooklyn. Some of his forms are drawn 
from images of the cosmos seen through 
a telescope and others from modern art of 
the 1950s and 1960s in New York.
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Meryl McMaster (Plains Cree, British, and Dutch descent)

Time’s Gravity, Wanderings Series, 2015, Giclée print, 45ʺ x 30ʺ
Secret Darkness of Birds, Wanderings Series, 2015, Giclée print, 45ʺ x 30ʺ
Courtesy of the Artist, Stephen Bulger Gallery, and Pierre-François Ouellette art contemporain

J.R.R. Tolkien writes: “Not all who wander are lost.” This body of work is a contemplation of the limitations 
and possibilities of the self. Within this series, dreamlike experiences represent the state of being in-
between the past and the future. The possibility of our selves can be seen through the lens of our childlike 
nature to be free from restrictions—we can be the person we dream of if only we will it. Meanwhile, 
tension arises in life as the inescapable factors that make us who we are—our past, our circumstance, 
and our genes—can sometimes anchor us to a contrasting certainty.

The books represent my journals or memories. 
I’ve used “winter counts” as inspiration for the 
drawings on the spines of the books. Each 
drawing represents an important moment from 
each year of my life. I’m holding the journals 
to hold on to these memories. My arms evoke 
spreading my wings like a bird. The red ribbons 
are marking important moments like you mark a 
page in a book.

Birds are my companions or guides. They give 
me protection and I look to them as messengers 
and voyagers of the sky, a place of opportunity 
and possibility without limits. They provide me with 
eyes to see the world from a new vantage point. 
The sand falling through my hands is the reminder 
of time passing. The rope that is wrapped around 
me is a weight suggesting how little time we have 
on earth, a reminder to consider carefully what we 
choose to do with it.
    — Meryl McMaster

Secret Darkness of Birds, Wanderings Series, 2015
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Winter counts are calendars or histories created 
by Indigenous people of Turtle Island including the 
Blackfeet, Mandan, Kiowa, Lakota, and other Plains 
nations. Although McMaster herself is not from this 
region, she borrows from the idea for her exploration 
of the passage and the gravity of time.

In Plains communities, one person was tasked with 
selecting a picture to represent each passing winter. 
These records were originally created on buffalo hides 
until much of the population was massacred in order 
to destroy an essential life-source for people of the 
Plains. Winter counts are accounts of survivance. 

The winter counts that span the life of Crazy Horse 
track the resistances of the Lakota people to genocide: 
“Sans Arcs made medicine to bring the buffalo,” (Lone 
Dog Winter Count, 1834–44); “Small pox year,” (Long 
Soldier Winter Count, 1844–45); “First fight with white 
men,” (Long Soldier Winter Count, 1864–65); “Crazy 
Horse was killed,” (American Horse Winter Count, 
1877–78). It is because of these kinds of pictorial 
and oral histories that later generations of Lakota 
people could draw on earlier examples of Indigenous 
resistance as they formed the Red Power movement 
for civil rights in the late 1960s and 1970s and the 
more recent movement against resource extraction.

Time’s Gravity, Wanderings Series, 2015
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Kent Monkman (Cree)

Sisters & Brothers, 2015 
Video, 3 minutes
Kent Monkman: Director; Producer: Anita Lee
Courtesy of the National Film Board of Canada
Photos taken from the production © 2015 National Film Board of Canada (NFB). All rights reserved

My vision as an artist is informed by my experience as an Indigenous person in Canada. I grew up going 
on school trips to the Manitoba Museum, where I saw Indigenous people in dioramas, frozen in time in a 
precontact state. I remember trying to come to terms with the way museums represented Indigenous people 
and how it compared to the reality of Indigenous people living in the city of Winnipeg. As such, in my artistic 
practice, I confront the complexities of historical and contemporary Indigenous experiences on Turtle Island. 

I seek to authorize Indigenous stories into the narrative of Western art history. My work challenges received 
historical narratives and mainstream representations of Indigenous people, and shows the continuing 
destruction of colonialism. While examining these themes, I also celebrate Indigenous resilience.

Almost every Indigenous family in Canada has been affected by the residential school system. When looking 
back on its 150 years as a country, Canada cannot ignore the devastation caused by residential schools.

       — Kent Monkman

Home of the Buffalo, 1930 - NFB Cornouailles, 1991 - NFB
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Kent Monkman is known for his provocative interventions into Western art history. His work, which often features 
his gender-fluid and emphasizes Indigenous perspectives and subverts mainstream narratives surrounding 
North American history. 

“Kill every buffalo you can! Every buffalo dead is an Indian gone,” proclaimed one member of the US Army in 
1867, demonstrating the colonial government’s awareness of the connection between Indigenous people and 
animals. However, settlers failed to understand Indigenous systems of kinship that connect all beings. 

Heritage, 1937 - NFB Indian Residential School, 1969 - NFB

Sisters & Brothers draws parallels between the annihilation of the bison and the devastation inflicted by the 
residential school system. Once 75 million strong, wild bison were slaughtered almost to extinction by European 
settlers by the 1890s, both for their hides and bones and as part of a larger policy to eliminate the main food 
source of the First Nations of the Plains and to make way for colonial appropriation of their lands. Around the 
same time, the Canadian government established residential schools to remove Indigenous children from their 
families, destroy their cultures, and assimilate them into mainstream Canadian society. The powwow-step 
rhythms in the accompanying song “The Road” by A Tribe Called Red drive home the legacy of loss and pain 
inflicted by more than a century of abuse and neglect. Sisters & Brothers mourns the preventable deaths of 
thousands of children in residential schools while honoring the resiliency of Canada’s First Peoples. Just as the 
bison have survived destruction, Indigenous people have endured.

Monkman created Sisters & Brothers for the National Film Board (NFB) series Souvenir. By reworking footage 
from the NFB’s archives, the Indigenous artists involved in Souvenir examine issues of representation and 
challenge the colonial gaze from an Indigenous perspective.
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Renelle White Buffalo (Lakota)

Uphill, 2018
Acrylic on canvas, 72ʺ x 60ʺ
Courtesy of the Artist

I grew up in the open plains of South Dakota, and now I’m surrounded by the vertical landscape of New 
York City. Although, my environment has changed, the subject of my paintings remains deeply rooted in 
the multitone layers of the sacred Lakota culture. I aim to tell fresh stories of the contemporary Native and 
contribute to the preservation of Lakota culture and language through abstracting the symbolism, stories, and 
memories.

As a New Yorker, I walk everywhere. Looking down, I see a hard shell of concrete creating a barrier between 
me and the earth beneath. After living in Los Angeles and New York for nearly a decade I am compelled by 
the idea that the ridged persona of some people might relate to never being able to touch their feet on the soil 
of the original land. This idea lingers, when I am back in the Midwest, on top of a hill with a newfound strength 
and awareness of the opportunity I have to be able to interact with the land. 
 
I contemplate the life and death that occurs on even the smallest plot of land over time: the emotion and 
evidence of the past that lingers or is covered up, and the impact of change made by nature, man, or animals. 
With acrylic paint, those emotions and layers of events are what I want to express in this painting, being one 
of the first in a new series of “landscapes.”
       — Renelle White Buffalo

For many Lakota the connection to the land is intrinsic 
to who they are and essential to how they live. They 
believe that they were created from Uŋčí Makȟá 
(grandmother earth) and that they emerged out of the 
caves in the Pahá Sápa (Black Hills). The Earth is 
their mother. 

As nomads, the Lakota were some of the last Native 
people to be forced onto reservations. Their lives had 
no borders, no fences—until colonization. The Fort 
Laramie treaties of 1851 and 1868 were worthless 
pieces of paper once gold was discovered in the Pahá 
Sápa. The resulting “Indian Wars” and subsequent 
forced relocation onto reservations only served to 
reinforce the connection to Uŋčí Makȟá. Again in 

1960, the potential for hydroelectric power forced the 
Lakota and Dakota near the Missouri River out of their 
homes in the middle of winter. Uranium mining in the 
Pahá Sápa soon followed. In 1980, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the Black Hills had been illegally seized and 
reparations of $120 million were to be distributed. The 
Lakota refused the money even though they were 
fighting poverty and hunger. 

How do you own or sell your relative? How do you 
tear out her precious resources and leave her barren 
and polluted? Generations of Lakota people have 
resisted these injustices with peaceful protests such 
as the takeover of Alcatraz and the movement to 
protect water at Standing Rock, ND. In this time of 
global climate action, people are questioning their 
relationship to the planet and how they can repair 
the damage. To borrow a phrase from the Lakota, 
mitákuye oyás’iŋ: we are all related.
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In the United States, an assemblage of policies and 
practices is viewed as contributing to the attempted 
genocide of the Indigenous peoples of Turtle Island. 
It includes colonial contributions to warfare, slavery, 
and disease spread in the early days after contact 
with Indigenous groups on the eastern seaboard and 
in the American south, but also later eras of forced 
removal, massacre, and assimilative education. 
Continuing practices of land dispossession, pollution, 
over-incarceration, spiritual suppression, colonial-
induced suicide, linguicide, and other causes of 
Indigenous suffering have all, as well, been included 
in the discussion of Indigenous genocide(s). Although 
this discussion has not, for the most part, penetrated 
mainstream American consciousness, accusations of 
American genocide have been consistently lodged, 
and are perhaps even growing in number. 

The word “genocide” was introduced more than 
seventy-five years ago; it has since garnered 
enormous rhetorical power that often overshadows 
its critical utility. There are semantic gaps, not only 
between the colloquial understanding of genocide 
and its more nuanced conceptualizations in law and 
academia, but even amongst scholars themselves. 
Seen through the lens of the Holocaust, the broader 
public and many academics consider genocide to 
be the most extreme form of violence imaginable. 
According to this widespread view, including other 
forms of destruction besides mass murder risks 
diluting the meaning of the term.

Excerpted from “Introduction: Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America,” in Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North 
America, edited by Andrew Woolford, Jeff Benvenuto, and Alexander Laban Hinton. Copyright, 2014, Duke University Press. 
All rights reserved. Republished by permission of the copyright holder. www.dukeupress.edu

In confronting this definitional challenge many 
point to the 1948 United Nations Convention on the 
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. 
The U.N. Genocide Convention, to which most nations 
are now signatories, defines genocide as: Acts 
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a 
national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such, 
including the following: (a) Killing members of the 
group; (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to 
members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the 
group conditions of life calculated to bring about its 
physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing 
measures intended to prevent births within the group; 
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to 
another group. This international legal statute clearly 
lists several indirectly lethal acts in its definition, 
including “causing serious bodily or mental harm” and 
“forcibly transferring children,” all under the condition 
that these acts are committed with “intent to destroy.” 
When thus measured against the stated intentions of 
residential school administrators—such as American 
superintendent of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, 
Richard Henry Pratt, who aimed to “Kill the Indian 
in him, and save the man”—the charge of genocide 
appears justified.

But what is at stake in making this charge? Why does it 
matter to declare the broader history of North American 
colonialism, as genocidal? Considering the imperatives 
of Indigenous political theory, which aim to dismantle 
the structural realities of colonialism and work towards 

Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America

http://www.dukeupress.edu
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a not-yet-realized “postcolonial” situation, what use is 
there talking of genocide? Does the use of the word 
“genocide” have any practical value? Might the use 
of this powerful term foreclose any otherwise positive 
possibilities in dealing with the needs of Indigenous 
North Americans and moving towards reconciliation 
between Native and settler communities? 

For many who apply the term genocide to North 
American settler colonialism, recognition of colonial 
malevolence is necessary for reconciliation to move 
forward. Ultimately, the most crucial issue is to 
begin repairing the relationships damaged by these 
destructive realities, or, perhaps more accurately, 
forging new non-genocidal relations in North America. 
Such transformation might take as many as seven 
generations, but acknowledgement of wrongdoing 
is only the first step in this process. As such, it is 
important for the peoples of the United States to 
recognize their legacy of genocide, which has too often 
been hidden—ignored, forgotten, or outright denied. 

How did we get to this point, where the inglorious 
legacies of North American Indigenous-settler 
relations are finally being exhumed? Is there now 
a chance for Indigenous and non-Indigenous North 
Americans to begin an unsettling dialogue and the 
arduous process of fashioning decolonizing forms of 
redress and reconciliation? 

At the moment, it may seem that this window of 
opportunity, however glimmering, is wider in Canada 
than in the United States. This may be because of a 
more concerted governmental effort to address these 
issues in Canada. Perhaps this reflects the different 

demographic positions of Indigenous peoples in either 
nation-state. While in absolute figures, there are more 
people of Indigenous descent in the United States 
than in Canada—with 4.1 million in the former and 
1.3 million in the latter—their proportional weight is 
markedly different. In Canada, 4.5 percent of the total 
population claims Aboriginal ancestry, compared to 1.5 
percent in the United States. Accordingly, Indigenous 
peoples in Canada may be in a slightly better position 
to vocalize their concerns.

The somewhat greater window of opportunity to 
address colonial genocide in Canada compared to the 
United States may also reflect the work of the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC)
(2008–2015), a body federally mandated to promote 
awareness and public education on the legacies 
of residential school experiences, and that of the 
Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and Girls 
(MMIWG) Inquiry (2016–2019), which together have 
further enhanced discussion of genocide in Canada. 
Unfortunately, no federal counterpart exists in the 
United States, where there seems to be even less 
public discourse on colonial genocides.

There have at least been some efforts on a state 
level to begin acknowledging and redressing such 
issues, as with the Maine Wabanaki-State Child 
Welfare Truth and Reconciliation Commission, jointly 
convened in 2010 by the state of Maine and the 
Wabanaki Confederacy. More recently, a combination 
of factors led California governor Gavin Newsom in 
June of 2019 to offer an apology for the genocide of 
Indigenous peoples in his state. Indigenous nations in 
the region had long called for such recognition. Their 
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efforts were enhanced by the work of scholars such as 
Benjamin Madley, who received international acclaim 
for his 2016 book An American Genocide: The United 
States and the California Indian Catastrophe, 1846–
1873, which raised public awareness of the state’s 
exterminatory efforts. 

At the federal level, Assistant Secretary of the Interior 
Kevin Gover formally apologized in September 2000 
on behalf of the Bureau of Indian Affairs for its role in 
what he called “ethnic cleansing.” While the apology 
was undoubtedly sincere, its immediate effects were 
hampered by silence and neglect. Gover, also a citizen 
of the Pawnee Nation, was unable to speak on behalf 
of the entire United States government, and although 
the administration of President Clinton did not oppose 
his apology, it did not publicly endorse it either.

More recently, in 2009, the United States Congress 
passed a joint resolution that “apologizes . . . to all 
Native Peoples for the many instances of violence, 
maltreatment, and neglect inflicted on Native Peoples 
by citizens of the United States.” Yet the resolution 
was mired in a series of legalistic disclaimers, thereby 
hindering whatever positive effects it may have. 
Moreover, tucked away in a Defense Appropriations Bill, 
the apology has been largely obscured and rejected by 
some as too little, too late. Accordingly, these initiatives 
have yet to mobilize a broader public discourse or any 
governmental initiatives in the United States.

Inhibitions are largely due to predominant nationalist 
mythologies influencing non-academic, scholarly, and 
policymaking discourses alike. The enduring beliefs 
in American exceptionalism and Manifest Destiny, 
both powerful themes in the collective identity of the 
United States, are formidable barriers which prevent 
any serious reckoning with the past and present, 
especially in terms of genocide. Indeed, there has long 

been a bardic tradition of historiography in the United 
States that glorifies the “peopling” of the “New World” 
at the expense of “feeble barbarians” and “primitive 
tribes.” According to this still prevalent view of history, 
genocide is presumably antithetical to Americans’ 
national character. 

Such hubristic myths have been critically challenged 
by Native American activists. Inspired by the civil rights 
movement of the 1960s and a wave of Indigenous 
revitalization, younger Native Americans spurned what 
they saw as more conciliatory bodies of Indigenous 
representatives, such as the National Congress of 
American Indians, in favor of more militant groups 
and actions. In 1973, a contingent of the American 
Indian Movement (AIM), which was founded five years 
earlier, occupied the town of Wounded Knee, South 
Dakota, on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. On the 
site of the infamous 1890 massacre of a Lakota camp 
of non-combatants, an inglorious episode which was 
then receiving renewed attention with Dee Brown’s 
best-selling book, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee 
(1971), the AIM standoff with the United States federal 
government garnered some media coverage, much of 
it negative. Regardless, this intervention did expose 
long-standing but under-recognized transgressions 
against Indigenous peoples in the United States. 
More recent efforts have likewise called attention 
to the legitimate grievances of Native Americans. It 
remains to be seen if such initiatives will foster greater 
public discussion and help crack the shell of the 
mythologized American identity.

Such activism has inspired positive scholarly 
developments, as with the emergence of “New Indian 
History,” but much of the discourse regarding American 
genocides has been limited. A few publications 
emerged in the late-1970s and 1980s that began 
focusing on the legacies of racism and conquest in 
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Native America, albeit not always through the critical 
lens of genocide. These works set the stage for the 
clamorous and very public commemorations of the 
1992 Columbian quincentennial, which instantly 
became a lightning rod of the concurrent “culture wars” 
in the United States.

On the one hand were those who slighted any overt 
criticism of colonialism, with many conservatives 
continuing to celebrate the “myth of discovery,” while 
those more liberally-inclined opted for the sanitized 
“encounter/exchange” narrative that downplayed 
aspects of exploitation and domination. On the other 
hand were those ardent voices who unabashedly 
charged the entire Columbian legacy as one of 
genocide. As passionate as these debates were, 
in the public forum they were ultimately short-lived, 
and dialogue about the past and present injustices in 
Native America quickly receded, leaving the question 
of colonial genocide to specialized corners of the 
academy.

While the reluctance in the United States to recognize 
Indigenous grievances has thus far been explained in 
ideational and cultural terms, there is a strong material 
basis for this collective denial as well. There is perhaps 
an unspoken fear that to acknowledge the destructive 
legacy of settler colonialism would undermine the 
perceived legitimacy of prevailing property regimes. 
After all, much of North America was swindled from 
Indigenous peoples through the mythical but still 
powerful Doctrine of Discovery, the perceived right 
of conquest, and/or deceitful treaties. Restitution for 
colonial genocide would thus entail returning stolen 
territories. The fear in settler society is that this would 
result in the abrogation of private property rights, as 
well as create economic and political uncertainty for 
those who profit off of the land, such as corporations in 
the areas of agriculture, logging, mining, and oil. 

Yet Kanien’kehá:ka scholar Taiaiake Alfred suggests 
that such restitution would not necessarily force 
non-Natives off the land, but rather involve them 
decolonizing their relationships, not only with the 
Indigenous peoples with whom they share the earth, 
but with the land itself. Moreover, Dakota scholar 
Waziyatawin suggests that the hundreds of millions 
of acres of public land in Canada and the United 
States, territory that is not allotted as private property, 
should also be returned to their original inhabitants. 
Thus, the fears of settler society over the status of 
their properties should not inhibit efforts to decolonize 
settler territorial relations.  

Interestingly, issues of territorial occupation and 
conquest were present in the very first formulation of 
genocide as provided by Raphael Lemkin. Lemkin, 
who coined the word “genocide” in his seminal study, 
Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, wrote that genocide 
involves “two phases,” first the destruction of the 
targeted group’s “national pattern,” and second “the 
imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor” 
on the territory of the former. This oft-quoted passage 
thus explicates that genocide may be deeply bound 
up with colonizing processes as a particular form of 
conquest and occupation.

Moreover, Lemkin’s capacious definition of genocide, 
which included political, social, cultural, economic, 
biological, physical, religious, and moral components, 
provides a useful framework for understanding the 
multiple strands of the colonial assault on Indigenous 
peoples. For his tragically unfulfilled multivolume 
project, History of Genocide, Lemkin also researched 
dozens of historical case studies, including those in 
the Americas, clearly indicating that he thought his 
neologism was perfectly appropriate in this context. 
His contributions have enjoyed a recent renewal of 
interest that has been concurrent with the increased 
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attention paid to colonial genocides. But there has also 
developed a certain “origin myth” around Lemkin that 
overshadows conceptual weaknesses, particularly his 
static, rigid, and essentialized view of culture.

Genocide studies laid dormant after Lemkin’s death 
in 1959 for over a generation, until a coterie of mostly 
North American social scientists revived the field in the 
1980s and 1990s. Many of these academics drew from 
Lemkin’s “origin myth,” namely his scholarly-activist 
bent and his passionate crusade for global justice. 
However, they generally did not share Lemkin’s broad 
conceptualization of genocide, which was primarily 
concerned with protecting the lives of groups, and 
instead offered truncated definitions that focused on 
the mass murder of individuals. Moreover, and again 
unlike Lemkin, this generation tended to implicitly 
adopt the Holocaust as a conceptual prototype for 
genocide studies.

Through this narrow frame of reference, very little 
space was provided for discussion of colonial 
genocides in Indigenous North America. For the 
most part, the alternative category of “ethnocide” or 
“cultural genocide” was used to label those cases 
that did not meet their reductive definitional standards 
of genocide, tacitly suggesting that these instances 
were less severe or important than the Holocaust 
and other major genocides of the twentieth century. 
The trend of conceptually splitting “genocide” 
from “cultural genocide” persists as a result of this 
generation of scholarship, inhibiting a full discussion 
of colonial genocides.

Yet an even greater barrier to this discussion has been 
the identity politics that is seemingly intrinsic to the 
study of genocide. Associated with the aforementioned 
generation of genocide scholars of the 1980s and 
1990s were proponents of the “uniqueness” thesis. 

According to this view, the Holocaust was taken as the 
most important, if not the only, case of genocide. 

This argument diminished the relevance of other 
peoples’ traumatic pasts and provoked sharp 
responses from “rival” victim advocates. In particular, 
David Stannard and Ward Churchill advocated 
strongly for the study of colonial genocides in 
Indigenous North America. Although the critical 
responses of the latter are understandable, 
considering their righteous indignation against the 
rampant denial of Indigenous grievances in North 
America, the polemics produced by this debate often 
have produced far more heat than light, as scholar-
advocates of specific groups contested over the 
mantle of suffering through asymmetric comparisons 
with the Holocaust. Thankfully, a new generation 
of genocide scholarship is moving beyond these 
timeworn and irreconcilable divisions.

Much of this fresh work has emerged from Australia, 
where there has been a considerable degree of 
public discourse concerning the plights of Aboriginal 
peoples. Two significant political events—the 1992 
Mabo decision by the Australian High Court, which 
rejected the doctrine of terra nullius and affirmed the 
existence of Native title in common law, and the 1997 
publication of the Bringing them Home report, which 
documented the forcible removal of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children from their families and 
communities—precipitated an ongoing debate over 
the interpretation of Australian history. The visibility 
of this public discussion in Australia, the so-called 
“History Wars,” is much greater than in North America, 
and the government’s role in initiating such dialogue 
is suggestive. This is especially so considering how 
the TRC and MMIWG are functioning to promote a 
somewhat wider discourse in Canada compared to 
the United States, where the lack of any such national 
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dialogue might be explained by the absence of 
comparable governmental initiatives.

Within the context of this public discourse in Australia, 
the subfield of colonial genocide studies has 
flourished. Colin Tatz, Tony Barta, Robert Manne, and 
Henry Reynolds provided path-breaking publications, 
followed by the substantial collection of essays 
compiled by Ann Curthoys and John Docker. Likewise, 
the work of Patrick Wolfe has been significant, 
especially in elucidating the links between Australian 
and American patterns of settler colonialism, a 
social formation that is distinct from other types of 
colonialism. In 2003, historian Dirk Moses organized 
an important conference at the University of Sydney 
on “Genocide and Colonialism” and went on to edit a 
series of important volumes. 

These contributions have focused on the multiple 
and interlinked ways through which group destruction 
might occur, and the local and specific effects of these 
forces within Indigenous settings. They do not seek 
to show that colonialism in North America or Australia 
was identical to genocidal practices in Nazi Germany, 
and instead demonstrate the destructiveness of 
colonial interventions in these regions on their own 
terms. In making this point, this literature returns to 
Lemkin’s primary concern for the lives of groups rather 
than strictly for the lives of individual group members.

The last but not least important intellectual discourse 
that greatly informs the present discussion is the 
field of Indigenous studies. Beginning in the late-
1960s, North American universities began to institute 
programs that focused on the unique perspectives 
and histories of Indigenous peoples. More specifically, 
this scholarship affirms that Indigenous peoples have 
the “intellectual sovereignty” to (re-)produce their 
own epistemologies. In many ways, this discourse 

resonates with subaltern studies and postcolonial 
theory, although many Indigenous scholars are rightly 
adamant that one cannot yet speak of a “postcolonial” 
era in the North American or Oceanic contexts, as 
colonialism persists in many guises. 

And instead of taking for granted the essentialized 
label of “Indian” within the reified category of the 
nation-state, these contributions encourage us to see 
North America from an Indigenist perspective that 
respects and promotes Indigenous peoples’ diverse 
ways of being, doing, and knowing. Otherwise known 
as Turtle Island, Indigenous North America is thus 
comprised of hundreds of unique groups, nations, and 
traditions that have existed since time immemorial. It is 
this cultural plurality that has been threatened by five 
centuries of colonization. 

While this perspective is vitally important, some 
contemporary contributors of Indigenous histories 
have perhaps been reluctant to use the concept 
of genocide, as doing so might suggest a fatalistic 
passivity, an absence of Indigenous creativity and 
adaptability, and the irrevocability of death. As such, 
it is important for genocide scholars to draw from 
Native studies in order to stress what Gerald Vizenor 
has dubbed “survivance.” Accordingly, in the face 
of enormous pressures for destruction and erasure, 
Indigenous peoples in North America rightly rejoice in 
their perseverance and revitalization.

Nonetheless, the terminology of genocide has a role 
to play, and not merely as a means to adjudicate the 
past or to assign to it a dollar figure for purposes of 
compensation. Rather, the concept of genocide offers 
an analytical device for evaluating destructive relations 
of domination and subordination so that such relations 
might be changed and ongoing patterns of colonial 
genocide in North America brought to a halt. ■
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When I think about Native art, I always think about a time measured in tens of 
thousands of years when all the peoples of the earth were passing knowledge 
through the beautiful drawings and carvings they were making in spaces made 
sacred by them, where they knew the seen and the unseen. The medicine men tell 
us there was a time when we all knew one another and would take mystic journeys 
to visit each other. Maybe that is why the human figures you see on these rocks all 
over the world look the same. 

Over eons of time as commerce developed many people became alienated from 
the land, but some stayed close to the earth, and their art remained sacred to 
them. In a world of 15 minutes of individual fame and 30 second sound bites, 
Native art endures as more than mere survivance. If art in the larger world is a 
reaction against conformity, intellectualism, and a void in society, contemporary 
Native American artists of the New York Movement continue the ancient practice 
of transmitting knowledge through various media, styles, and perspectives in the 
visual, performing, literary, and media arts.

The transitory nature of modern society especially in an urban center at an 
international crossroads generates a need in all of us for something that represents the collective vision of a 
people, something that endures through changing times. In order to be whole, the balance between a vision 
of change and the eternal must be maintained throughout artistic practice. As stated by Chief Oren Lyons, 
Faithkeeper of the Wolf Clan-Onondaga Nation, “Now more than ever we cannot afford the luxury of not 
preserving the messages of our traditions.” As prophesied, there has been an attrition but there has also been a 
“distillation” and intensification of the commitment to the traditions and messages in these these prophesies. If 
Native American art as a whole has enduring principles, this treasure can be discovered by seekers in the work of 
contemporary Native American artists of the New York Movement.1

   — Diane Fraher (Osage / Cherokee), Filmmaker and Director of Amerinda Inc.

Two Perspectives on Survivance of Native American Art in New York

1. “Oren Lyons PBS Interview.” Posted May 17, 2015, YouTube video, 55:26. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_qj5_PUhlo  
2. David Bunn Martine, Recovering Memories: Vernacular Photography from the Historical Native American Brooklyn 
Neighborhoods and Contemporary Photography from the New York Movement of Contemporary Native American Art (New 
York: Amerinda Inc., 2018), 12.  

Photo: Jerry Rotundi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_qj5_PUhlo
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You could hear a pin drop as Delbert Thunderhawk (Lakota) 
completed another beautiful song he had just composed as a 
means of fighting homesickness. The ancient song composed and 
sang in the heart of Brooklyn was accompanied by his hand drum, 
the sound of which a little girl, Muriel Miguel (Kuna-Rappahannock), 
who grew up to found Spiderwoman Theater, fell asleep to as a 
child during the early years of the twentieth century. The rhythmic 
cadences contrasted sharply with the car engines and screaming 
horns of the Brooklyn neighborhood, in which no Native people had 
lived for perhaps 200 years. That private exercise in tradition and 
community represents for contemporary Native New York an early 
intimate statement of artistic survivance.2

Many Native people came to New York City in the early twentieth century following the rodeos, for jobs in steel 
and iron work, but also expressing their traditional Native art aesthetics. Some of the early visual artists, such 
as Leon Polk Smith (Cherokee) and Lloyd Oxendine (Lumbee), brought with them their innate indigenous 
sensibilities and translated them into the modernist language of abstract expressionism and the New York school. 

The New York movement of contemporary Native American art’s main theme is diversity: diversity of artistic 
expression and practice, and diversity in tribal and cultural representation. The national obsession with Native 
American art actually began largely with the sponsorship of wealthy New York patrons who traveled west in the 
1920s and brought back early customary Native arts and displayed them in large art museums for the first time. 
Many people in the United States thought that Native American as a race would soon be extinct so the retrieval 
of Native American “folk art” was seen as a way to save the people’s culture and, in fact, the people themselves. 
This belief was but one of the many mistaken notions about Native American culture.

Despite these problems, Native American art in New York endured. The Native Contemporary Theater, the first 
contemporary Native American art gallery outside of Santa Fe, NM, and the first Native feminist theater began 
here in the 1970s (Spiderwoman Theater). Now three generations on, these artists continue to espouse their 
innermost traditions and express them through ancient genres and methods as well as through contemporary 
media. Thus here in New York there is a continuum from Delbert Thunderhawk singing his song in Brooklyn in the 
early twentieth century to today when our city boasts the largest Native American art movement outside Santa Fe. 
We are just getting started.

     — David Bunn Martine (Chiricahua Apache / Shinnecock / Montauk) 

Photo: Sage Sohier, Rauschenberg Residency
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Faculty members across most departments designed curriculum and programs that have brought hundreds of 
students in various disciplines to engage with the exhibition. Some of the engagements included:

Art & Design Department

Professor Phil Listengart led the ART-122 Introduction to Sculpture class in learning about the movement against 
the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing Rock, ND and about the effects of resource extraction on the lives, land, 
and lifeways of Native American people. The class engaged with Cannupa Hanska Luger’s Mirror Shield Project 
and considered how they could be allies to people involved in protecting the water and the earth. After watching 
Luger’s “How to Make a Mirror Shield” video and other videos from Standing Rock, students engaged with the 
project by making their own Mirror Shields in response. 

Speech, Communication, and Theatre Arts Department 

Students from multiple sections of Dr. Franca Ferrari-Bridgers’s SP-211 Public Speaking class researched, wrote 
and delivered informative talks about the artists in the Survivance exhibition. Students addressed the artists 
biography and historical themes connected to their work. They delivered their speeches in the form of a public 
tour of the exhibition. This project not only gave students the opportunity to practice their public speaking skills 
outside the classroom setting, but it also involved learning about historical and contemporary aspects of Native 
American genocide. 

Over two semesters Professor Heather Huggins worked with students in TH-151 Vocal Production and 
Movement for the Actor, in developing a practice-based research project in response to the exhibition. First 
students viewed the exhibition, documenting their experience. Next, they created performances based on 
their research. After rehearsing and refining these original works, they shared their performances with the 
class. Finally, they articulated how their choices bare witness to the themes of the exhibition and their own 
experiences. This project was designed as a high-impact practice in global and diversity learning

Members of QCC’s ongoing practice-based research community created a “pop-up” workshop where participants 
explored how the embodiment practices of Social Presencing Theater might support and enrich engagement 

Faculty & Student Engagement with the Survivance Exhibition
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with the exhibition. Social Presencing Theater (SPT) is a social technology for making visible both current 
reality, and the deeper–often invisible–leverage points for creating profound change. Participants practiced SPT, 
attended an exhibition tour and then used SPT to support reflection and action in their daily lives.

English Department

Six Brooklyn Tech English 101 classes collaborated on curriculum that revolved around the Survivance exhibit. 
After initially touring the exhibit, students read articles, poetry and memoirs by Native American authors and 
viewed Aaron Huey’s TED talk in order to gain insights into the injustices and adversities experienced by Native 
Americans. Students returned to the exhibit mid-semester for a talk by exhibiting artist Renelle White Buffalo. 
Students met with an exhibition curator to learn how the artwork reflects strategies of survivance. All classes 
completed assignments that include a two-part auto-ethnography project and an oral presentation addressing 
shared struggles. 

Photo: Leo Correa / Queensborough Community College, CUNY
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SHAN GOSHORN (1957–2018)

On December 1, 2018, Shan Goshorn walked 
on. For many of us, death is yet another 
journey we must walk through in order to meet 
those who have gone before. Shan’s short 
time on Turtle Island was filled with laughing, 
learning, and championing Indigenous 
expression in all forms. We will miss her 
remarkable ability to share the harsh reality of 
our existence through her weavings.

I became politically active with my art in the early 1990s in response to America’s quincentennial (the 
country’s 500-year celebration of Columbus blundering onto our shores). Using a variety of multimedia 
techniques with photography, I created several bodies of work that addressed human rights issues unique 
to Native people . . . My intention is to present historical and contemporary issues that continue to be 
relevant to Indian people today, to a world that still relies on Hollywood as a reliable informant about 
Indian life.
       – Shan Goshorn

The curatorial team dedicates  
this exhibition to the memory of  

Shan Goshorn and to her  
extraordinary work.

Images courtesy of the Estate of Shan Goshorn
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Shrouded in Grey, 2015 
Arches watercolor paper splints printed with archival 
inks, acrylic paint, artificial sinew
11.25ʺ x 7.75ʺ x 8ʺ

Genocide. It is a horrible word that sums up the most inhumane of actions. And it is a word rarely 
associated with the atrocities that happened in America . . . Massacres are remembered as battles, prisons 
are called forts, and the routine denial of Native language, religion, citizenship, and even food (to those 
sequestered in forts or on reservations) was the accepted solution to the “Indian problem” for decades.

       – Shan Goshorn

Shrouded in Grey addresses genocide, a term coined 
by Raphael Lemkin, a Jewish lawyer from Poland, 
who in 1948, persuaded the United Nations, to adopt 
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment 
of the Crime of Genocide, classifying genocide as a 
crime under international law. While Lemkin escaped 
to the United States, 49 members of his family were 
murdered in the Holocaust. 

For this basket, Goshorn wove together Lemkin’s 
definition of genocide: “Whoever, while participating in 
a conspiracy to destroy a national, racial or religious 
group, undertakes an attack against life, liberty, or 
property of members of such groups is guilty of the 
crime of genocide,” with three documents that support 
the claim that Native American people are survivors 
of genocide. The Indian Removal Act of 1830, the 
Medicine Lodge Treaty, and the roster of children at 
the Carlisle Indian Boarding School are just some of 
the documents that speak to compulsory relocations 
and land grabs, internments, family separation, 
suppression of religious freedom, and mass atrocities 
that Indigenous people on Turtle Island suffered and 
survived. By weaving together seemingly disparate 
documents related to the experiences of Jewish 
communities and Native American communities, 
Goshorn pays homage to all those who lost their lives 
in genocides while looking towards connecting and 
healing for those who survived. The title of this work 
references the burial shroud and reminds us not to be 
blind to those who are still persecuted today.
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